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Abstract 
This paper investigates the computational solution to the problem of projectile 
motion under a significant linear drag effect. The drag force acting on the parti-
cle within the medium of propagation is proportional to the cross-section area 
of the projectile, the velocity of the particle, and the medium’s density. From 
zero air resistance force (vacuum) the problems are well known with solu-
tions, but with air resistance (drag force) the problems have no exact analyti-
cal solutions which lead to most of the significant scientific research works 
using numerical methods. Therefore, this study aims to present the analysis 
of the computational modelling of drag force exerted by the surrounding me-
dium on the linear motion. However, the horizontal and vertical components 
of differential equations of motion were derived and characterized from the 
solutions governed by Newton’s 2nd law of motion. The baseball features were 
presented as the projectile (object) in this work. In addition, the numerical 
computational results were received from FreeMat. The results were discussed 
and compared with those from the vacuum. Moreover, the displacements, ve-
locities, range, and trajectories of the projectile were all discussed and a con-
clusion was made. 
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1. Introduction 

Projectile motion involves the projectile (object) that is thrown into space. It 
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firstly experiences gravitational force along its path called a trajectory. However, 
Galileo was the first person to properly describe projectile motion theory which 
consists of horizontal and vertical components [1]. After adjacent observation, 
Galileo resolute that the first vertical force acting on a projectile was gravity (9.8 
m/s2). He also pragmatic that the horizontal motion of the projectile was con-
stant and followed the law of inertia which state that “an object will maintain its 
state of rest or uniform motion providing no outward force acts upon the ob-
ject”. Galileo also explained that when combining the horizontal and vertical 
motion of an object, they form the mathematical curve known as the parabola 
[1] [2] [3], as the results of supplementary considerable effort came to spot the 
great significance of his discovery. He believed that the percussive effect of fal-
ling objects shows the instantaneous velocity increase with the increase of dis-
tance from free fall. Also, in his manuscript notes (fol. 128) as explained in [4] 
[5] he claimed that mean velocity increases with the square of the distance fallen. 
This meant that the mean velocity seems to be proportional to the square of the 
final instant velocity of an object. In this work, the computational solution for 
the projectile motion problems by taking into account linear drag effects was 
analysed by FreeMat software. 

Previous researchers have investigated projectile motion by considering nu-
merous factors with various methodologies. The study conducted by Ebaid [6] 
provided a fractional calculus explanation of projectile motion before comparing 
it with experimental results from Charles [7]. Similarly, he derived various for-
mulas for analytical solutions. In [8], an analytical solution for the speed of a 
projectile as a function of time has been found in the form of a ratio of two series 
expansions. In [9], an approximation of a solution has been found for the equa-
tions of how a projectile moves in air resistance over short and long periods of 
time. In [10], the same thing has been done for low-angle ballistics. More ana-
lytical estimates have also been thought about [11] [12] [13]. [13] [14] [15] [16] 
have looked at how the initial spin of a ball and the resulting lift force change the 
way the ball moves when it is thrown. [17] [18] looked about the bio-ballistics of 
small projectiles, which is used to explain how insects jump and how plants 
shoot their seeds. Also, Zhao [19] used the same Lambert W function and con-
cluded that the higher the projection point, the wider the range and slighter op-
timal angle it become. Moreover, [10] [19] [20] have looked into how the Lam-
bert W function used to figure out how a projectile moves when it has linear 
drag, while in [21] [22] examine the Excel spreadsheets that castoff the simula-
tion of projectile motion with air resistance before [8] [23] [24] [25] [26] talk 
about the history of projectile motion in the real world. [23] [27] [28] wrote 
about the results of experiments where sports balls were used as projectiles. Us-
ing a nonlinear drag model with a drag coefficient that changes with Mach num-
ber. Taylor et al. [29] came up with approximate formulas for spherical projec-
tiles fired from shotguns or muzzleloaders. 

In some classical textbooks on mechanics and physics also explained about dif-
ferent parts of how projectiles move [30] [31] [32]. Furthermore, the non-elastic 
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bouncing of a spherical ball in the presence of quadratic drag has been looked at 
in terms of sports balls [33]. Linear and quadratic damping models have also 
been used to study pendulums with big swings, as was recently reviewed in [34]. 
The overview of a point mass with quadratic resistance was discussed analyti-
cally and gave the solution to equations of motion [8]. Due to its application in 
different aspects such as sports, the projectile motion has been used and con-
tributed a lot in sports science like football, netball, basketball, etc., as it was ex-
plained in [35] [36] [37] [38]. Furthermore, Lubarda [39] reviewed the influence 
of wind on projectile motion by considering the spherical projectile in the exis-
tence of linear and nonlinear drag force and stated the results can only be ob-
tained numerically because the analytical solution encounter coupled differential 
equation of motion that cannot be solved, though in the situation of quadratic 
drag, proper angle parameter and velocity has closed type relationship. Due to 
this case, this paper will present the desired degree of accuracy that focus on 
providing mathematical and computational solutions on the model equation on 
linear projectile motion. Furthermore, the importance of these results will in-
clude both research and pedagogical contributions of curiosity for applied phys-
ics and engineering education. 

The difference between the effects of air resistance on projectile motion can be 
shown in the Figure 1, the trajectory line with air resistance experience opposing 
force that makes it lose its momentum. Furthermore, the whole process of mo-
tion is characterized by the solution which is governed by Newton’s 2nd law of 
motion [40]. From Figure 1 we can resolve all forces acting on the moving object 
(projectile) by finding the summation of entire forces acting on the projectile. 

Now for the linear drag motion, the projectile encounter gravitation and drag 
force both at once which act in the opposite direction of motion. On the other 
hand, the trajectory without air resistance experience only one force (gravity) 
acting on the projectile pointing toward the ground. To this fact, its maximum 
height (h), maximum range (Rvac), and the total time for the whole motion are  

 

 
Figure 1. The two trajectories of projectile motion show the effects of air resistance (solid 
line) and without air resistance (dashed line) during projection [41]. 
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expected to be larger than those with air resistance. 
Throughout this study, some initial conditions were set to be constant and 

were used for each part wherever needed. At STP (Standard Temperature and 
Pressure), 4 21.6 10 N s mB −= × ⋅  (constant of the linear motion) [42], and since 
the projectile used was spherical then the linear factor is the diameter (D) and 
was set to be 7.5 cm, mass of the baseball 145 gm =  [43] and gravity  

29.81 m sg = . The FreeMat software [44] used in this study is an open-source 
alternative to commercial programs like IDL (Interactive Data Language) from 
Research System, and MATLAB software from MathWorks. It was used to run 
all simulations for this study, and different analytic properties were gladly dis-
cussed. Scripting languages from it tend to be quicker and simpler to program in 
than more structured and compiled languages like C and C++. However, a script 
requires more time to execute than a compiled program because each instruc-
tion is firstly handled by another program (requiring extra instructions) rather 
than the basic instruction processor directly [45] [46] [47]. Mathematical ex-
pressions were driven, and simple code models were generated which yield the 
results which certified all conditions as far as linear air resistance is concerned. 

The rest part of this work is arranged as follows; by considering the properties 
of the projectile used, the formulation of equations of projectile motion under 
linear drag force with horizontal and vertical components governed by Newton’s 
second laws of motion was derived and discussed in section 2. In section 3, 
computational results of the different functions derived in section 2 were pre-
sented. In this section, we also presented, discussed, and compared the results of 
projectile motion with and without drag force. Also, the proof that the trajectory 
path of the projectile lies between the exact trajectory was discussed as in Gali-
leo’s parabolic trajectory. The conclusion and summary of this work appear in 
section 4. 

2. Methodology 

In this section, the formulation of equations of projectile motion under linear 
drag force is presented. Therefore, In the case of linear drag, air resistance will be 
added as the factor to the proposed solution. Gravity and air resistance are two 
forces that the projectile must contend with. When moving at a speed below the 
sound’s speed in the air, the drag may be around; 

2 3
dragF a bv cv dv= + + + +                    (1) 

where v is the velocity of the projectile motion. a, b, c and d are the dimen-
sionless constants of the drag coefficient that depends on the shape of the pro-
jectile. At low v, the term with cubic and above can be ignored due to a very 
small number, and 0dragF = . 

If we let 0v = , and 0a =  from (1), then take us to get (2) 
2

dragF a bv cv= + +                        (2) 

Now, from Newton’s 2nd Law applied to cartesian coordinate, projectile mo-
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tion with linear drag will be given as (3) and after inserting it with (2) yield (4). 

mr Force= ∑                          (3) 

Since there are two forces, weight (mg) and drag force (−bv) which act in op-
posite directions for the general motion, and =r v   then (3) can be written as 
the first-order differential equation for v then turn out to be Equation (4). For 
horizontal motion there will be no gravity, then Equation (4) take us to Equation 
(5). 

mv mg bv= −                          (4) 

mv bv= −                           (5) 

2.1. Horizontal Motion 

For the horizontal motion, the separation of variables allows an easy solution for 
the differential Equation (5) above. 

mv bv= −  since d
d

xv
mv m

t
=  

d d
d

d
x x

x
x

v v bm bv t
t v m

→
−

= − =  

0 0

1 d d
xv t

x
xv

bv t
v m

−
=∫ ∫ , 

0e
b t

m
xv v

− 
 
 =                           (6) 

For the 0v  of both horizontal and vertical can be obtained when we resolve 
components in Figure 1 between 0v  and θ  along the x and y direction and 
become as, 

( )0 0 cosv x v θ=  and ( )0 0 sinv y v θ=                (7) 

Then, Equation (6) becomes (8) after inserting (7), 

0 cos e
b t

m
xv v θ

− 
 
 =                        (8) 

Where the coefficient b = BD, B constant of the linear motion, and D diameter 
of the spherical object. 

Since m
b

τ=  (tau) then, 

0 cos e
t

xv v τθ
−

=                         (9) 

The solution from Equation (9) above can be obtained by separating the vari-
ables, then integrating Equation (10) to yield Equation (11) 

0
d cos e
d

tx v
t

τθ
−

=                        (10) 

0

0
0

d cos e
tx t

x

x v τθ
−

=∫ ∫
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0 0 cos e
t

x x v τθ τ τ
− 

= + − +  
   

( ) 0 0 cos 1 e
t

x t x v τθτ
− 

= + −  
 

                  (11) 

Where t is the time taken by an object (projectile) to travel from a distance x0 
to x horizontally. 

2.2. Vertical Motion 

For the vertical motion, the object (projectile) is considered as a free fall, and its 
acceleration is considered to be constant [48] since the magnitude of the velocity 
slowly reduced to zero such that ymg bv>  when approach to maximum height 
before it turn downward. 

At that point, the projectile will start to attain velocity while the drag force 
rises until it becomes similar to gravitational force as shown in Figure 2. During 
this time as we recall Equation (4) in the y-direction, the equation of motion 
become as; 

0 ymg bv= −  

term
mgv
b

=                          (12) 

For vertical motion, termmg bv= −  since the motion of the projectile is re-
versed to +y to be upward [49]. Due to this reason, we insert Equation (12) to (4) 
which takes as to (13) 

y term ymv bv bv= −  

( )d
d

y
y term

v
m b v v

t
= − −                     (13) 

Then, separate variables and integrate them from Equation (13). 

0 0

dy

y

v t
y

y termv

v b
v v m

−
=

−∫ ∫
 

( )0
e

t

y term y termv v v v τ
−

= + −                    (14) 

 

 
Figure 2. The two forces (gravity and drag force) acting on the projectile. 
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where 
0 0 sinyv v θ=  for vertical motion and the special case is when 

0
0yv =  

as the projectile is dropping from rest, then Equation (15) is revealed. 

( ) 1 e
t

y termv t v τ
− 

= −  
 

                     (15) 

where τ (tau) is the characteristic time as defined in [9], while termv  as defined 
in Equation (12). Therefore, we can have the combined relation from the two 
factors as; 

termv gτ=                          (16) 

The vertical displacement which is the function of time can be obtained by 
integrating Equation (14) 

( )0
0 0

d e d
ty t

term y term
y

y v v v tτ
− 

= + − 
 

∫ ∫
 

( )0
1 e

t

term y termy v t v v ττ
− 

= + − −  
 

                (17) 

Since the vertical motion 
0 0 sinyv v θ= , then Equation (17) become as; 

( ) ( )0 sin 1 e
t

term termy t v t v v τθ τ
− 

= + − −  
 

             (18) 

The vertical position in Equation (18) can be modified for the projectile headed 
upwards rather than downward by replacing termv  by termv− . The aim is to 
eliminate t in equations (11) and (18) by transforming the system such that at 

0t =  and 0 0x =  it becomes as follows; 

( )
0 0

0ln 1 sinterm term
x x

x xy v v v
v v

τ θ τ
τ τ

 
= − + +  

 
           (19) 

where 
0 0 cosxv v θ=  and 

0

ln 1
x

x t
v

τ
τ

 
− = −  

 
 as it was subjected from Equa-

tion (11) and substituted to (18), then upon rearranging this become as follow 

0

0

sin
ln 1

cos cos
term

term
o

v v xy x v
v v
θ

τ
θ θτ

   +
= + −   
   

           (20) 

Here θ, v0 and x, all are the initial condition to be set for the solution to Equa-
tion (20) to meet the trajectory. It can also be called the function for the projec-
tile’s path in terms of x. 

Refer to Equation (19) as we let R be such value of x and y = 0, then the equa-
tion will be seen as a non-linear solution that is not possible to solve however, it 
can be solved numerically or 

0 0

0 sin
ln 1 0term

term
x x

v v RR v
v v
θ

τ
τ

   +
+ − =      

   
             (21) 

with approximation. To guide the scenario in case of no air resistance or vacuum 
see Figure 1. 
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0 0
2 x y

vac

v v
R

g
=                         (22) 

Now the question is, how is the solution in this case of linear drag modified in 
form of that of the vacuum case? In most cases, if the air resistance is small, 

make 
0x

R
v τ

 small. Thus, it involves the Taylor series to approximate the loga-

rithmic term to a polynomial, see [50] [51] [52] [53] for more knowledge on 
Taylor expansion. 

( ) 2 31 1ln 1
2 3

ε ε ε ε − ≅ − + + + 
 

                 (23) 

Therefore, 

0 0 0 0

2 3

2 2 3 3

1 1ln 1
2 3x x x x

R R R R
v v v vτ τ τ τ

  
− = − + + +        

            (24) 

With this approximation, Equation (21) becomes as follows, 

0 0 0 0

2 3
0

2 2 3 3

sin 1 1 0
2 3

term
term

x x x x

v v R R RR v
v v v v
θ

τ
τ τ τ

 +
− + + + =  

 
       (25) 

Then, R = 0 is one of the solutions, the other solution comes from the term in 
the parenthesis equated to zero. 

0

0 0 0

2

2 3 2

1 1 0
2 3

y term term

x x x

v Rv R v
v v vτ τ

− − =                   (26) 

Since m
b

τ = ; then, term
term

vmgv g
b τ

= ⇒ =             (27) 

Multiplying Equation (26) by 
0

2
xv  and use the factor in Equation (27), then it 

yields us to (28) upon rearranging, 

0 0

0

22 2
3

x y

x

v v
R R

g v τ
= −                      (28) 

From the second term of the above, for low air resistance, τ is very large and 

to the first approximation 0 0
2 x y

vac

v v
R

g
= . Then, for some factors, we consider 

the trigonometric relation ( )02 cos sin sin 2v θ θ θ= , 
0 0 cosxv v θ=  and  

0 0 sinyv v θ=  as expected from introductory Mechanics. 

0 0
2 x y

vac

v v
R R

g
≅ =

 
( )2

0 sin 2
vac

v
R

g
θ

=                        (29) 

From the second term of Equation (28), it is considered to be a correction 
factor from the vacuum case to improve the approximation. 

( )vac vacR R correction R= −  then, 
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0 sin41
3vac

term

v
R R

v
θ 

= − 
 

                    (30) 

This can only be valid when 0 termv v , where termv  is the terminal velocity, 

vacR  is the range in a vacuum where no air resistance. For the very small air re-
sistance, the range vacR R≈ , but due to the correction factor always makes R 

smaller than vacR  and depends on 0 sin

term

v
v

θ
. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In this study, the linear air resistance models were developed using FreeMat-4.2. 
We have considered truthful and correct models to model the motion of projec-
tiles like baseballs in both vacuum and air resistance. 

3.1. Horizontal Velocity and Displacement 

In the horizontal component, the projectile attains its velocity and displacement 
upon its weight (mg) and is subjected to drag force (−bv) which is proportional 
to its velocity [54]. From Equation (9), one can find the horizontal velocity of the 
projectile at any given time (t) with any projection angle respectively. Its solu-
tion is presented in Figures 3(a)-(c). Since the horizontal velocity (vx) in linear 
drag depends on the speed of projection (v0) which is also known as initial ve-
locity and it tends to slow down depending on time [55] [56] but as t ≈ ∞ , the 
velocity tends to be zero. The effect of the initial velocity fades with time with a 
decay rate determined by the characteristic time. The more drag, the faster the 
initial velocity becomes insignificant in determining the motion. 

Since the horizontal displacement has to be in function of time obtained by 
integration of the velocity, we were required to start with an equation of the lin-
ear velocity. That’s to say, from the equation of horizontal velocity (9) we can 
find the horizontal displacement. As in Equation (11) after the separation of 
variables and integration, its solution was presented in Figure 4 and compared 
with the solution from Equation (31) without drag force. 

( ) 0 cosx t v tθ=                        (31) 

Since its horizontal displacement, in some cases angle theta (θ) = 0 and 0 0x ≥ . 
This means that the projectile did not travel to any vertical component, thus 
making the gravity have no effects during horizontal motion as discussed in [55]. 
From Figure 4, the red line experiences the drag force as compared with the 
black line (without drag force) which depends only on the horizontal component 
of initial velocity and flight time. 

3.2. Vertical Velocity and Displacement 

The terminal velocity ( termv ) of the projectile will be attained if it accelerates for 
the time τ, [57] at constant acceleration g. Since the acceleration is less than g, due 
to the drag force opposing the direction, then the dropping does not relatively  
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Figure 3. The horizontal velocity of different projection angle (θ) in a (π/3), b(π/4) and c(π/6). 

 

 
Figure 4. Horizontal displacement (at any given time) with drag force (air resistance) and vacuum. 
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attain termv  after time τ as explained in [58]. 
From Equation (18), the results in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show that, as t →∞ , 
( )y termv t v= .  A n d  a s  t τ= ,  t h e  p r o j e c t i l e  m o t i o n  h a s  r e a c h e d 

1 e 0.63
t

y term termv v vτ
− 

= − =  
 

, while at 3t τ= , the velocity of the projectile motion  

has reached 95% of termv . It was explained [39] that, this tendency of velocity as 
a function of characteristic time [9], would be predictable for an object released 
from rest in a viscid medium wherever the resistance remained proportional to 
velocity. 

The variation of angle theta (θ) and initial velocity (v0) as in Figure 6 with 
terminal velocity ( ) 41.854 1 s0 mtermv = ×  show that at (b) the displacement is  

 

 
Figure 5. The vertical displacement with (a) variation of theta (θ) at initial velocity (V) = 10 m/s, (b) variation of the initial veloc-
ity at theta (θ) = π⁄2. 
 

 
Figure 6. Comparison of vertical displacement between drag force (solid lines) and without drag force (dash-dot lines) with (a) 
variation on theta (θ) at v = 40 m⁄s. (b) Variation of initial velocity (v) at theta (θ) = π⁄2. 
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higher than that of (a) due to the increase of initial velocity. 

3.3. Trajectory 

The availability of exact analytical expressions of horizontal and vertical dis-
placement as in Equations (11) and (18) respectively, allows plenty of features of 
the projectile motion in a linear air resistance to be confirmed. It also allows 
quantities and characteristics for the model of the trajectory of the projectile to 
be obtained in a trivial-like manner, sees [20]. As explained by Stewart [59] that, 
with the increase in projection angle (θ) and launched initial velocity (v0), the 
trajectories of the projectile motions will be propagated more forwarded de-
pending on those two factors (see Figure 7). The computation results of Equa-
tion (20) are presented in Figure 7. Our main goal in this section was to com-
pare trajectories of projectile motion of varieties of inclined angle θ with differ-
ent velocities. 

 

 
Figure 7. Trajectories of different launched theta (θ) with different initial velocities 20 m/s, 30 m/s, and 40 m/s as in (a), (b), and 
(c) respectively. 
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As illustrated in Figure 7, the maximum trajectory peak is attained by 
3

θ π
=   

to all launched initial velocity(v0) in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. This means 
that θ and v0 are proportional to the trajectory (y (m)). It seems that, no matter 
what initial velocity (v0) and theta (θ) induced in Equation (20), the results show  

that the best theta (θ) for the maximum range is always 
4
π

. Our results give 

proof that the outlined trajectory by the projectile for the tossed angle theta (θ) is 
a segment of the parabola which is the same as it was described in [60]. The re-

sults also show that, for angle 
6
π  and 

3
π  with any sufficient initial velocity 

(v0), there will be any point of intersection along (x,0) while at 
3
π  and 

4
π

  

there will be an intersection point along (x,y) along the plane. Since in a vacuum, 
the projectile is launched with an initial velocity (v0) at projection angle (θ) from 
the horizontal plane, then its trajectory can be found from its horizontal position 
as; 

( )
2

2 2
0

1tan
2 cos

xy x x g
v

θ
θ

 
= −  

 
               (32) 

Here, we compared the results from Equations (20) and (32) above by varying 

initial velocities 20 m/s, 30 m/s, 40 m/s, and 50 m/s with projection angle (θ) = 
6
π , 

4
π

 and 
3
π  respectively. The results were traced using FreeMat and presented  

in Figures 8-11 respectively. The red color shows the trajectories with air resis-
tance (drag force) and the black color shows the trajectories without air resis-
tance (vacuum). In each plot, the results show that the trajectories in a vacuum 
are higher than those with air resistance due to opposing force caused by drag 
force. 

3.4. Range 

The distance between horizontal displacement (x) when vertical displacement 
(y) is equal to zero refers to the range. Thus, the projectile travel in two distinct 
points along the horizontal direction, i.e., it’s the distance between the launched 
point and landing point of the projectile as in most of the basic physics books 
[61] [62]. 

The results from Equation (30) are presented in Figure 12. The results show 
that the range increase with the increase of velocity while the maximum range is 

attained when the projection angle (θ) is 
4
π

. Theoretically, the range in a vac-

uum is greater than in the medium with air resistance due to the drag force act-
ing upon the projectile as an opposing force. 

4. Conclusion and Summary 

The computational solution to the problem of projectile motion under significant  
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Figure 8. Trajectory with launched velocity 20 m/s. 
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Figure 9. Trajectory with launched velocity 30 m/s. 

 

 
Figure 10. Trajectory with launched velocity 40 m/s. 
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Figure 11. Trajectory with launched velocity 50 m/s. 

 

 
Figure 12. Range of projectile motion. 
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linear drag effect is critical to be known and evaluated. Therefore, based on this 
study, the following conclusion can be drawn; 

1) The equations of motion under the effect of drag force (air resistance) were 
obtained by employing Newton’s 2nd law of motion subjected to cartesian coor-
dinates and employed to yield the horizontal and vertical component functions 
of projectile motion. 

2) The algorithms for each function based on the STP conditions were gener-
ated and presented in detail. However, the study observed that the trajectory 
path of the projectile motion with linear drag force was found to be in a para-
bolic shape, Figures 8-11. This is due to the effect of gravity acting upon the 
projectile during the motion. 

3) Similarly, the results showed that the effect of drag force causes the range of 
the projectile motion to be less compared to that in a vacuum. 

4) Furthermore, the intensity of the drag force applied to the projectile motion 
under linear air resistance affects the results in both horizontal and vertical 
components of the motion compared to vacuum i.e., the more the drag force the 
more the effect it causes to the projectile motion. 

5) Finally, the simplicity and overall effectiveness of this model and functions 
derived in this work can serve an educational purpose and the scheme of this 
work will deal with the application for future study, especially to solutions of 
quadratic air resistance. 
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